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The study tries to define the structural background of incompatibility of compounding with the root- 
and-pattern system of Arabic (Semitic). The most hazardous issue of the evidence collected consists 
in assigning Arabic compounds the status of a mere theoretical construct, deprived of actual word 
value, that can only be achieved at the level of monomorphemic root -words or at that of structurally 
fully assimilated lexical units related to them.

1. The close interaction of roots (R) and patterns (P) in the domain of inflec
tion and word-formation, particularly in derivation, is one of the salient charac
teristics of the linguistic structure of Arabic (allowedly Semitic). The root-and- 
pattem system (henceforth, RP system) of Arabic, resulting from this close mor
phemic interaction which is, in turn, made possible by the incoherent nature of 
the Arabic root, is prohibitive to and overtly incompatible with the compound- 
generating processes currently operating in numerous IE languages.

The present inquiry starts from the assumption that, in Arabic, there are no 
exclusively consonantal roots beyond what we call the quadriliteral limit (q-lim- 
it), that is roots consisting of more than four root consonants (radicals). Quin- 
queliteral root-said structures (Fleisch 1968: 75; Grande 1963: 63) will invari
ably be relegated to the class of nonsegmentable root-words. The q-limit, mark
ing the highest point of morphemic segmentability along structural lines of the 
RP system, indicates at the same time that of internal inflection and derivation. 
In delimiting the interval of segmentability at its minimum pole, a number of 
controversial approaches has to be taken into account. While D. Cohen (1963: 
174, n.l), for instance, does not hesitate to speak about what he calls racine 
monolitere, as in the Hassanlya Arabic h in hot “sister”, Father Fleisch moves 
the dividing line between what is segmentable and what is not considerably 
higher when qualifying as root-words even nouns derived from biradical roots, 
such as yad, dam, or the like (1961: 248, 252; 1968: 32: mots qui sont ä eux- 
mémes leur racine). In accordance with the most currently accepted classifica-
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tion, compatible with the basic assumptions of the present paper, the smallest 
segmentable units will be identified with biradical structures. Within this inter
val of morphemic segmentability, delimited by biliterals, at the minimum pole, 
and quadriliterals, at its maximum, lies the field of triliteral roots most widely 
represented in Semitic languages.

Since the interval of segmentability is, simultaneously, that of internal inflec
tion and derivation, all morphological structures exceeding the q-limit are de
prived of their ability for intra-root pattern-marked (henceforth, intra-root or, sim
ply, internal) procedures. The formal and functional characteristics of the RP sys
tem, delimited by the interval of segmentability, stretch over one and only one 
word, and over each word separately, as a mark of word integrity. Compound 
units, nouns or verbs, consisting of several words, represented by their roots, 
within one word (Greenberg 1960: 178-194), are overtly incompatible with the 
constraints imposed by the RP system. The very existence of the RP system, un
derlying the morphology of Semitic languages is, then, sufficient to account for 
the awkward status of compounding, or what is presented as such, as a word-for- 
mational procedure. In opposition to the linearly structured IE root, clearly sepa
rated from accidental thematic formatives that have no access to the space it occu
pies, the Arabic consonantal root, as a structural and semantic abstraction, is in 
constant intra-root interaction with the stem-formative pattern morpheme.

Another assumption, associated with the previous one, assigns the word one 
and only one root, as part of the RP thematic complex. Any instance of asym
metry between the number of roots (RPs) and that of words will be treated as a 
theoretical construct, marked by hyphenated writing, as distinct from real 
words, appearing in the form of nonsegmentable root-words, graphically repre
sented by unhyphenated writing. Unless subject to quadriliteral restructuring (as 
most root-words of compound origin consist of more than four consonants), 
root-words of the latter background represent the final stage of the compound- 
generating process.

No attention will be paid, in this context, to historical aspects of the root 
evolution, notably to the time-honoured theories trying to prove the biliteral ori
gin of all triliteral roots (Mayer-Lambert 1897: 354, in: Brockelmann 1908: 
285). Neither will the notion of base, adopted by some Semitologists, be found 
relevant to the matter.1 The base, as a morphemic segment incorporating a con

1 Brockelmann's preference accorded to the concept of base over that of root is unambigu
ous: “. . . der Begriff der Wurzel /ist/ für die Formenlehre unbrauchbar . . . Die Analyse der 
nominalen und der verbalen Ausdrucksmittel führt uns schließlich auf gewisse einfache 
Grundformen, die wir nach dem Vorgang der Indogermanisten /Basen' nennen. Wie im Idg. 
solche Basen (wie pede 'Fuß', eie 'gehn') an sich sowohl als Nomina wie als Verba fungier
en können” (1908: 287).
Grande's baza, such as ktab, for instance, is a stem of the 1st order that, at the thematic lev
el, cannot be further analysed into smaller units. (1963: 10)
In modern descriptions, ktab-like segments are regarded as smallest thematic units mostly 
called simple stems (e.g. Georgetown University dialectological series).
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sonantal root and a vocalic pattern, created under the influence of Indo-Europe
an linguistics, was in fact minimum root-substituting thematic unit co-extensive 
with the bimorphemic RP segment. Kurylowicz's root-said units of the type 
qtul, qtil, qtal evidently follow the IE type of a linearly structured root (1961: 
174).

1.1. The basic difference between compounds in IE languages and those in 
Arabic (Semitic) consists in the structure of the morphemic segments subject to 
compounding. While, in IE languages, these segments are represented by roots 
(R), possibly operating as words (W),2 in Arabic (Semitic), they are represented 
by roots integrated in stems (S),3 possibly identified with words, too:

English: mile + stone > milestone;
R/W R/W

German: Auto+Bahn > Autobahn “highway, autobahn”;
R/W R/W

As against Arabic, the number of constituents is here limited only by prag
matic factors:

Auto+Bahn+Brücke > Autobahnbrücke “highway bridge”;
Auto+Bahn+Kontrolle /allomorph: kontroll/+ Punkt > Autobahnkon
trollpunkt “highway checking point”, etc.
Arabic: cirq + süs> cirq-sūs? cirqsüs (see below);

S/W S/W
Since the Arabic root is inherent in the RP complex which is the minimum 

thematic unit, there is no need to restate Greenberg's criterial formula R>W, 
with the understanding, however, that R is a part of RP.

1.2. Let us examine some compound constructions over several procedural 
steps:
(a) input (i)(unorganized): ra's 'head' + mal 'wealth, money' (*m-w-/): five root 

consonants (radicals) + one consonant-substituting long vowel: summarily, 
six radicals; alternatively:
input (ii): syntactic structure: ra s (al-) mal 'capital', plur. ru Us al- amwāl;A

(b) output (i): compound (one-word-two-root/stem) construction: ra s-māl 'capi
tal';
one-word structure (distributional evidence): ar-ra s-mäl, hädä r-ra s-mal; 
ra s-mal-l, -lya.

2 subject to constraints imposed by their status of compound constituents; the same holds for 
Arabic;
3 though, for the most part, S is represented by a root-and-pattem (RP) segment, viz. simple 
stem or the archaic base, in some single cases, S may equal a complex stem (RPA), by in
volving affixation (A), as in maqäm in qā’im-maqām : ma- (prefix) qäm ŕqw am  /, (see in 
the text).
4 In spite of the assumption that most compound and compound-said constructions evolved 
from or are outright identical with a syntactic pattern, the latter will be quoted only if really 
recorded in textual or lexicographic sources.
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Structural properties:
compound (one-word-two-root/stem) construction: three + three radicals; 
conflicting opposition between one-wordness and two-rootness (or rather 
two-stemness) persists; internal procedures in both inflection and derivation 
are inactivated (for particulars see below); 
output (ii) reinterpreted:
In virtue of the premises adopted for the present inquiry, morphological 
structures extending beyond the q-limit can no longer be analysed into mor
phemic constituents and have to be treated as monomorphemic units (root- 
words): ra smal 'id /: five consonants (no longer radicals) + one consonant- 
substituting long vowel.
The latter categoric postulate is further supported by the fact that a word 
(here compound word) cannot involve components whose word-integrity is 
confirmed not merely at the root level (R), as in IE languages, but at the hier
archically higher thematic level (RP).
Structural properties:
noncompound (root-word), unsegmentable: no intra-root procedures are pos
sible; the monomorphemic nature of ra smal is attested by the lack of a 
structurally compatible plural that had to be borrowed from rasmal viz., 
rasāmīl} as indicated in (c) below. Obviously, the difference between ra 
s-mäldiľíá ra smäl is merely descriptive and interpretative.
Summary:
Relying on the assumptions adopted, lexical units of the (b-i) type, that is 
compound words (rá s-mal), represent mere theoretical constructs which 
make it possible to describe and specify structural characteristics of the re
sultant (b-ii) type root-words {ra smal). The undue asymmetry between the 
number of words and that of roots (RPs), still persisting in (b-i) units, is here 
eliminated.

(c) Quadriliteralized, structurally assimilated, one-word-one-root unit: rasmal; 
the quadriliteral root /r-s-m-1/ was obtained by deletion of the glottal stop /’/ 
of ra s and the long vowel lāl of māi {*m-w-l) and, with the inserted (Holes / 
1995: 81/ speaks about 'interdigitated') stem-constituting vowel pattern l-a- 
0  -ā-/ the procedure has been completed.
As in barr-mā’-ī>  barmä’l  below, quadriliteral reconstruction is supported 
by a parallel process of consonant cluster-prevention / ’-s +ml > Is + m! : 
ra’s-māl > ra’smāl> rasmäl; the allomorphic root (r-s), resulting from this 
reduction, is paralleled by the requalification of the long-vowel substitute for 
the etymological weak radical in Vm-w-1 / > lm-ā-l /, as an element of the 
pattern morpheme.
Structural properties:
noncompound, segmentable (quadriliteral) noun, fully operative in internal 
procedures:
inflection: rasmäl\ plur. rasämll;
derivation: rasmal “to capitalize”, rasmala “capitalization”, murasmil “capi
talizing ”, tarasmal“to be capitalized”, etc.
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Similarly:
(It should be noted that not all these structural states are necessarily present 
with each particular compound(-said) item; in accordance with our conven
tion, the (b-i) examples are written with a hyphen in contrast to the unhy
phenated writing of their (b-ii) counterparts; for the sake of economy, unless 
necessary for descriptive purposes, the full-scale representation of the (b)- 
featured examples will be reduced to the (b-ii)-type; derivational affixes in 
final compound (b-i) or root-word (b-ii) forms will not be hyphenated save 
for a few illustrative examples).

(a) cirq 'roof + sūs 'licorice (bot.)';
(b) °irqsūs“licorice root”: (al-)cirqsūs; cirqsōs-ī “relat. adj. to cirqsüdy\ cf. E.W. 

Lane's record of the Cairo Arabic cir ’ isūs (erq-sooš) “id.” or cir91 sūs-i (erq- 
soosee) “producer and seller of a sort of sweet drink made from licorice 
root” (Lane 1860/1954: 331; on the other hand, the compound nature of cir9 
Jsüs is not explicitly marked in Badawi-Hinds 1986, as against, say, bani 
’ädam, fern, bani ’adma, plur. bani ’admīn “person, human being”; epenthet
ic vowels are written in superscript);

(a) qä’im  'holding' + maqäm 'position, rank';
(b) qā’immaqäm, qä’imaqäm “district president”; qä’immaqämlya, qä’ima- 

qāmīya “administrative district headed by a qä9immaqäm “ (see note 3);
(a) barr-ī"relative to mainland Ibarrl, as opp. to see, water' + m ā '-/'pertaining 

to water /m ā’/'; or syntactic sequence of two coordinated attributes: barr-ī 
m ā '- /“amphibious”, as in sayyära barriya mä’iya “amphibious vehicle”;

(b-i) barr+ mā’-ī> bar-mā’ī , allomorph lb-rl represents here the root lb-r-rl\ 
the impact of the q-limit is here intensified by that of consonant cluster-pre- 
vention /r-r+m / > Ir+m  /;

(b-ii) barmä7  “amphibous” , as in dabbäba barmā9īya “amphibious tank”; 
baimā’īya “amphibian” (Wehr);5

(a) šibh “similar to, quasi-, semi-” + girā9ī “glutinous, viscous”; backed by the 
annexion-type syntactic pattern: sibh(u/i/a) girā9ī(yin) “colloidal”;

(b) §ib-girā9ī  (Monteil 1960: 131-152) > šibgirä7 “id.”;
(a) card 'presentation, demonstration' + hāi 'condition, s ta te '; syntactic cardhäl 

“application, petition”;

5 The structural status of inflectional and/or derivational affixes (e.g. the nisba-suffix -ī, -īya, 
or their inflected variants -īyūn} -īyāt or the nisba-abstract suffix -īya) is not quite easy to 
describe. It seems that there are two distinct types of junctures between root-words and af
fixes appended to them: in units like ra'smal-l the /ľ/ráa-formative -y"is joined to already ex
isting well-established root-word in contrast to, say, aš-šarq’awsat-l derived from aš-šarq al- 
’awsat whose root-word nature is due to the affix appended. The same holds for -āt in 
mägarayät and similar constructions. While, in the former case, the affix maintains it struc
tural autonomy, in the latter case it is not quite clear whether the affix has to be integrated in 
the root-word or classified apart (see 1.3.2). As for writing, apart from a few illustrative ex
amples, affixes will be joined to root-words unhyphenated.
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(b-i) card-u-hāl, the cluster-preventive elision is here replaced by the insertion 
of an epenthetic vowel;

(b-ii) carduhäl“id.”; the affix-marked plural carduhālātconfirms its inability to 
intra-root inflection.

(a) lā (negative particle)6 + sucūr 'consciousness, awareness";
(b) (al-)lāSucūr “the unconscious, unconsciousness”, also adj. läšucūrī “un
conscious, unaware”; as against other compound types, the present one is ex
traordinarily productive:, (quoted in their compound shape): 

lā- ’ahlāqī “amoraľ ’;
/a-^/7?/“antireligious, irreligious”; lā-dīnīya “irrelegion, godlessness; 
/3-5#/77/“anti-Semitic; anti-Semite”; lā-sāmīya “anti-Semitism”; 
lā-silkī “wireless; radio”; ‘išära lā-silkīya “radio message”; 
lā-nihā’ī “infinite”; lā-nihā’īya “infinity”, etc. (Wehr)

Nevertheless, in accordance with the requalification proposed and the writ
ing convention adopted, the examples quoted have to be represented as 
lā ’ahlāqī, lādīnī, and so on.

(a) /a (see above)+ Say’ "thing"; synt. lā say’a “(there is) nothing”;
(b-i) lā-Say’ “nothing, nonentity”; lā-say’īya “nonexistence, nothingness” 

(Wehr); in view of one-consonant structure of the first constituent (Ja), no 
further reduction was needed to meet the q-limit.

(b-ii) läšayläšay’íya, etc.
(c) läšä, imperf. yuläší “to suppress, destroy, annihilate”; taläšä “to be sup

pressed, etc.”; muläšäh “annihilation, destruction”; taläšin “annihilation, dis
appearance, vanishing” (Wehr), etc.
Consonantal reduction, however, did not stop at the q-limit. By eliding the 
final radical of the second constituent, the glottal stop, a biliteral allomorph 
has been formed: IS-y-’ / > IS-yl that made it possible to create a new triliteral 
root /J-S-y/. Quadriliterality of the (b)-type units contrasts here with triliteral- 
ity of the (c)-type ones.

(a) m ā (relative particle: "that which, what" + garā "to happen", m āgarä lexical- 
ized relative clause, lit. "that which happened" / "what happened";

(b) mägarayät, mägaríyäi; plural of māgarā(as against plural, this singular does 
not seem to display a well-established noun identity) “events, happenings” 
(Wehr);

(a)yā  (exclamatory particle) + nasJb "chance; fate"; exclamatory phrase: yā  
nasīb“0 , chance!”;

QS)yānasīb “lottery”; etc.
1.2.1. This listing seems to imply that morphological structures in the theo

retical state of compoundness may either undergo two opposite processes, quite

6 Its relation to the root, as a criterial element in compound morphology, evidently depends 
on the descriptive philosophy of the analyst and the technique adopted. For purposes of our 
compound study we find it sufficient to identify lā  with a root-substituting element. The 
same applies to the relative particle mā, vocative and addressing particle yā, and similar 
monomorphemic units.
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arbitrarily designed as de- and re-segmentation, or may not. On this basis, the 
following dichotomous division may be established: (1) one-state structures, oc
curring only in desegmented state (its segmented, or perhaps better, segmentable 
opposites may be found exclusively at the input level with only a few excep
tions, like lā, mā and some other monomorphemic units), such as cirqsūs, 
carduhāl, lādīnī; (2) two-state structures, alternatively occurring in any of the 
two states, like ra’smal, desegmented root-word, contrasting with rasmäl, reseg
mented, structurally fully assimilated quadriliteral.

1.3. Quadriliteral reduction may be, in some single cases, applied to relative
ly complex syntactic phrases by selection of four representative radicals to this 
purpose. The procedure was already described by the early Arab grammarians 
and is echoed, in unaltered form, in very recent efforts of the Arab terminolo- 
gists and norm-giving linguistic authorities to fill frustrating gaps in the techni
cal lexicon:

mediaeval coinages:
(a) bi-smi Iiāhi (r-rahmāni r-rahlm ) formulaic expression: "in the name of God, 

(the Benificent, the Merciful)";
(c) basmal' imperf. yubasmil "to utter the above formula"; basmala "the act of 

uttering the latter formula” (Ibn Fāris /d. 1005/ in: as-Suyūtī /d. 1505/ 1958- 
i: 484-5); similarly:

(a) lä hawla wa-lä qüwata (illā bi-llāh "there is no power and no strength save in 
God";

(c) hawqal "to utter the formula"; hawqala "the act of uttering it" (ibid.); 
modem lexicon:

(a) tahffl bi-1-mä9 lit. "analysis by means of water", “hydrolysis”;
(c) halma’a “id.” (both variants in Khatib 1971);7
(a) ittihadbi-l-haydrūgīn lit. "combination /of a substance/ with hydrogen";
(c) hadraga “hydrogenation” (ibid.).

Terminological units of the latter type frequently evoke critical debates even 
in academic circles throughout the Arab world. Thus, for instance, Cairo Acade
my of the Arabic Language, proposes the term lama9 < {lām ā9 "no water") “to 
dehydrate” instead of the Syrian balmah < {bi-lā m ā9 'without water") “idem” 
{Magalla, vii, 1953: 64).

Some modem terminologists push the latter procedure to the extreme by 
coining neologisms that are generally rejected and find no access to the Arabic 
lexicon. The technique may be illustrated on the following term proposed by 
Ismācīl Mazhar {Tagdidn.d.: 73). The term consists in selecting radicals of the 
Arabic equivalents to Greek components of the reatomized term, for example 
Hypsiprimnodontinae (zool.): al-cawsanīyāt < hupsos 'high': °ālin /7 ; primn- 
"stem": kawtal/ w t; odous, odont- "tooth": sinn Isn /.

Coinages of the similar type were criticized by aš-Šihäbl in the Damascene 
RAAD  (xxxiv, 1959: 545-554): “La langue arabe risque de devenir une nouvelle

7 No page indications are given with alphabetically arranged sources.
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langue nabatéenne qui remplacera la langue arabe claire (al-lisān al-°arabī al- 
mubhi)”. Despite the fact that similar neologisms may involve longer constitu
ents of a thematic structure, and exhibit a relatively higher level of self-explica- 
tiveness, they are found inferior to the full-length syntactically organized con
structions, as in:
-  gamganahlyat {gimd "sheath" + ganāh 'wing'), syntactic: gamdlyät al-’agni

ha "sheathwinged", “Coleoptera (zool., entom.)”;
-  gišganählyät (gišä’ "membrane, hymen" + ganāh), synt. gaša’Iyätal-’agniha 

“Hymenoptera”;
-  misganählyät {mustaqhn "straight, upright"+ ganāh), mustaqlmat al-’agniha 

“Orthoptera”, etc. (Hamzaoui 1965: 33-34).
Despite a rather general defiance of similar coinages, a number of them 

found their way into the modem Arabic lexicon, especially those of them which 
exhibit an acceptable degree of self-explicativeness (for more transparency, the 
compound-like representation is here maintained), such as:
-  kahra-mignatlsl, kahra-tīsī (< kahrabä’, kahrubä’ "amber, electricity" + 

mignatls, magnatis "magnet") “electromagnetic”, as in (iš°äc kahra-mignatlsl 
“electromagnetic radiation” (Khatib);

-  kahra-ma’I “hydroelectric” or a hybrid haydru-kahrabā’ī “\d.” (ibid.);
-  kahra-daw’I  “photoelectric”, as in hallya kahra-daw’Iya “photoelectric cell” 

(ibid), etc.
-  (aš-) šarq-’awsatl {sarq "east" + (awsat "middle") “Middle East (adj.), Middle 

Eastern”.
In spite of the acceptance of some of these and similar terms, various types 

of syntactic constructions clearly prevail:8
-  ’ifhql ’āsiyawī“Mro-Asiatic”, co-occurring with ’afro-’asiyowl > ’afro ’asiyawl,
-  na wa wīharārī‘‘thermonuclear’’;
-  bawlI tam sull“urogenital”; or even:
-  daw’Ikahrabl‘‘photoelectric”.

1.3.1. Recently, some of these constructions, particularly compound adjec
tives, tend to be accepted as compounds / root-words which is externally visual
ized by a one-word representation in the Arabic script, in contrast to substan
tives, which maintain their unaltered syntactic structure, as in:
-  substantive (syntactic structure): tibb an-nafs, at-tibb al-^ / / “psychiatry”;

8 Syntactic constructions played an important part in the history of compound description. 
Misleading classification of lexicalized syntactic phrases, shared by several influential au
thors, proved to be one of the most disturbing factors in this field of morphological analysis. 
Bielawski's compounds (noms composes) involve cases, like ’ashäb ar-riwäq, ’ashäb al-
9ustuwän “Stoics”; fa cilīyat al-}ašicca “radioactivity”; ’āia gahannamlya “infernal machine”; 
m u cālaga bil-cilqāh “vaccinotherapy” or even gayr m āddī “immaterial” and cadam at- 
tadahhul “noninterference” (1956: 263-320). Monteil (1960: 131-152) considerably restricts 
the domain of compounding; a number of evidently syntactic constructions, however, are 
still qualified as compounds, namely negative constructions with gayr, cadam (see Bielawski 
above), sū ’ 'mis-', e.g. sū ’ at-tafahum “misunderstanding”, and the like.
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-  adjective (root-word): tibblnafsl,“psychiatricsimilarly:
-  substantive: at-tahlīl an-nafsi“psychoanalysis”;

“photosynthesis”;
-  adjective: tahllllnafsl “psychoanalytic”; tahlJqldaw’I  “photosynthetic”

Mawrid1998).
1.3.2. A high degree of coherence of some lexicalized, nominatively highly 

relevant and discriminative multiword units, may lead to deviations from ac
cepted, grammatically canonized syntactic patterns that underlie them. Terms of 
personal reference are particularly sensitive to the lexical dominance. The com
parison of the following two syntactic structures will attest to the dominance of 
the lexical factor over the established syntactic pattern (the segments compared 
are marked by underlining):
(1)lexical priority: ’amīn cāmm al-’umam “Secretary General of 

the United Nations”;
(2)syntactic priority: ’amīn al-’umam al-mal-cāmm “id.”

The last variant, though thoroughly correct, is clearly inacceptable for practi
cal communicative purposes. Nevertheless, the lexically controlled deviation 
from the 'correct' (that is, accepted) syntactic pattern does not seem to justify a 
root-word classification of this attributive phrase, perhaps not yet so. Perhaps 
exactly because of this still existing lexical/syntactic bipartition.

The same syntactic behaviour is characteristic of a number of similar multi- 
componental units of syntactic background, such as “general direc
tor, manager”; as well as those denoting several high-ranking military officers, 
such as caqīdrukn, rä’idrukn, farlq ’axvwal,and the like 2000: 49). The
one-word (compound) nature of these units, in contrast to syntactic structures 
that underlie them is attested distributionally (ibid.).

In some other cases, however, the root-word qualification seems to be possible:
(a) šarq'easť {aš-šarq'Easť) + ’awsat'middle'; the Middle

East”;
(b)(aš-)šarq’awsatJ“Middle East (adj.), Middle Eastern” (for the status of the 

nisba suffix -I,see note 5).
2. Bipartite classification of morphological constructions of compound ori

gin, proposed in 1.2.1 above, may be integrated in a more widely conceived 
class of morphological constructions classified according to their ability for 
morphemic segmentation. In view of the more general frame, involving con
structions which can be reduced to compounds side-by-side with those that can
not, the over-all arrangement will slightly differ from that used in 1.2.1). Mor
phological constructions displaying only one structural state, either monomor- 
phemic, nonsegmentable (root- words),or multimorphemic, segmentable, that is 
structurally assimilated lexical units, typically quadriliterals, will be qualified as 
one-state or stable constructions,as against those alternatively displaying both
structural states (either themeselves or some of their inflectional and/or deriva
tional formatives), that will be referred to as or
tions. For comparative purposes, the following classification will involve two 
classes of morphological constructions: (a) constructions reducible back to
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compounds, like clrqsüs, ra’smäl; rasmäl\ läšä < °irq-süs, ra’s-mäl; lä-say’, 
etc.(see above), and (b) constructions irreducible to compounds, such as tran- 
zistar“transistor”, kardmäl “cardinal” or munāwara “maneuver”. In root-words 
of both these types only extra-root procedures are possible, mostly affix-marked 
plurals and relative adjectives, such as ra’smäl “capital”, ra fsmāl-ī “capital 
(adj.); capitalistic; capitalist”; tilisküb, tellsküb “telescope”, tiliskūb-āt “tele
scopes” or tilisküb-I “telescopic”. In their structurally assimilated counterparts 
both intra-root (i) and extra-root (e) procedures may be used, most currently af
fix-marked plurals and relative-adjectives, as well as the whole assortment of 
pattern-marked units of both inflectional and derivational nature (see further 
on).
(1) morphological constructions reducible to compounds:

(1.1) stable constructions:
monomorphemic (root-words): bimorphemic (assimilated units):9
°irqsōs, carduhāl
e: cirqsōs-ī, carduhāl-āt, etc.
māgaray-āt
barmā’-ī, -īya

lasa
i: yuläšl; muläšäh, taläšin, etc.;

(1.2) unstable constructions: 
monomorphemic: bimorphemic:
ra9smäl rasmäl
e: ra’smal-l, -īyūn, -īya, etc.; e: rasmāl-ī, etc.;

i: rasamil; rasmal, rasmala, tarasmal, 
etc. (see 1.2 above);

(2)morphological constructions irreducible to compounds:
(2.1) stable constructions:
monomorphemic: bimorphemic:
termūmitr ‘ ‘thermometer’ ’10 ------

9 Terms monomorphemic / bimorphemic refer here exclusively to the morphemic structure of 
root-words and that of the structurally assimilated segmentables corresponding to them, with 
no account to affixes possibly co-occurring with them. As already indicated, affixes will be 
marked by hyphenation only exceptionally, for illustrative purposes. To maintain maximum 
of simplicity, affixes, possibly co-occurring with the intra-root procedures, will summarily 
be quoted under (i), as in rasmäl “capital” (i: rasmal-a “capitalization”, or ta-rasmal “to be 
capitalized”), instead of introducing a separate subclass of (i/e). Inflectional and derivational 
units, unless their respective identity is established in terms of the (e)/(i) distinction, will 
only be separated from each other by a semicolon, instead of introducing autonomous sub
classes for them.
10 Unless otherwise specified, the examples are quoted after Wehr in a slightly modified 
writing and considerably shortened series of English equivalents; lexical borrowings are pre
sented in the Wehr-reading, as well.
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e: tiimūmitr-āt; plur.;
‘aspirín “aspirin” (Sa’id 1967) 
tranzistar, tranzistor“transistor” 
e: tranzistar-āt; plur. 
rumatizm “rheumatism” 
e: rumatizm-!, rel. adj.;

(2.2) unstable constructions: 
monomorphemic:
(12345):
targumān, singular (see n. 13)

cankabut“spider”
(12345):
bainamag “program, plan”;

(al-)kalfana, (al)-galwana “
galvanization”;11
i: kalfan, yukalfin “to galvanize”,
kalian!“galvanic”, (al^kalfanlya
“galvanism”, etc. (al-Mawrid\ 1998);
munāwara “maneuver; shunting
(railroad)”;12
i: nāwar “to maneuver”; munāwir 
“maneuverer, manipulator”);

bimorphemic:13
(1234):
i: tarāgīm, tarāgima, plural (see ibid.); 
targama “translation”, mutargim 
“translator, interpreter”; 
i: canākib, plural;
(1245):
i: barämig plural;
barmag“to program”, barmaga
“programing”, mubarmig “programer”,
etc.

11 kalfana, galwana are coextensive with the interval defined by the q-limit, with no interven
ing consonantal reduction; analysed into a root (k-l-f-ii) and a pattern (-a-0-a) + affix (A) (- 
a), conveniently expressed in a complex RPA symbol CaCCaCa henceforth used to represent 
morphological structures quoted; the same holds for the lexical variant galwana. The deriva
tional pattern CaCCaCa is profusely used to form native quadriliteral verbal nouns of vari
ous structural types, like targama “translation, translating”, cawlama “globalization”, hashasa 
“privatization”, and the like.
12 The derivational pattern muCäCaCa, also productive in modelling native verbal nouns of 
the same derivational class (e.g. musācada “help, assistance”, mďärada “opposition, resis
tance”, etc.), backing up the borrowed munāwara, may be analysed as consisting of a triliter
al root * n-w-r combined with a native pattern (cf. Sa’id 1967: 86).
13 Internal (broken) plurals represent the most common case of intra-root procedures and the 
transition from monomorphemic singulars (root-words) to bimorphemic plurals (see note 9 
above) may involve various types of quadriliteral reduction, such as (in numerically indexed 
root symbols) C1C2C3C4C5(singular)- C}C2C3C4 (plural) CaCCuCaC targumān “translator, 
interpreter”, plur. CaCäCíC, CaCäCiCa: tarāgīm, tarāgima. Besides 12345-1234, other types 
of reduction are equally frequent, e.g.: 12345-1245, 1235, 1345 or even 123456 -  1235/ 
1236 (see 2 (2.2)).
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(12345): 
tiligräf,/‘a//^ra/’“telegraph" 

e: ///z^ra/z “telegraphic”; 
kardinal “cardinal” 

(12345):
faylasüf“philosopher”

(123456): 
tilivizyön, televizyön,

e: tilivizyom“TV-, television
(rel. adj.)”
(123456): 
batriyark“Patriarch (eccles. title)’'

(1235):
i: talgafa“to telegraph” (Baranov);

i: karädila, plural;
(1345):
v.faläsifa, plural; 
falsaf “tophilosophize”, 

“philosophy”, /a/sa/z “philosophical”, 
m uľalsif' ‘philosopher”;
(1234):
i: talfaza“television”, (adj.),
talfaz “to “television, telecast” 
transmit by television”,
“television set”14

e: batriyarki(rel. adj.) 
e: batriyarklya“patriarchat (Chr.)”
(123456): 
batlaymūs{Wehr, Sehr.) “Ptolemy”;

(1234/1236):
al-batālima, al-batālisa(see above);

(1236):
i: ba trík “id.”;
(rel. adj.); 
i: plur.;

;
(1235/1236): ‘

(Wehr), (Sehr.)
“the Ptolemies”;

e: 6a//ajmū?/“Ptolemaic”
(123456):

batlamiyOs(Wehr; see above) 
e: bat/amiyūsī “Ptolemaic”.
2.3. When comparing the two classes, it becomes obvious that the transition 

from mono- to bimorphemic constructions is in both cases due to the consonant 
reduction, typically coinciding with what we call quadriliteralization (q). The 
latter process, however, assumes quite different forms with any of the two class
es. With constructions reducible to compounds (see 2(1)), the q-process is typi
cally bound to junctural phenomena (see 1(1.2) above) in contrast to the opera
tive freedom of the latter with constructions irreducible to compounds (2(2)). 
The lavish selective freedom, mapped with the 2(2) subclass of morphological 
constructions, can tentatively be reduced to the following two types: (a) one ele
ment deleted: 12345: 1234, 1245, 1235, 1345, and (b) two elements deleted: 
123456: 1234, 1236, 1235/1236, 1234/1236.

2.3.1. A more substantial procedural difference may be observed between 
structurally assimilated bimorphemic constructions, resulting from quadriliteral-

14 So far only a cautiously accepted neologism.
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ized root-words, and those resulting from quadriliteralized syntactic phrases 
with no intervening root-word stage, as in:
(1)bimorphemics resulting from quadriliteralized root-words:

(1.1) reducible to compounds, as in:
ra ’s-māl > ra ’smäl > rasmäl (see above);

(1.2) irreducible to compounds, such as:
(123456) batriyark > (1236) batrak, batrik{see above);

(2) bimorphemics resulting directly from quadriliteralized syntactic phrases (see 
1.3), as in (selected radicals for the q-process will be written as majuscule let
ters):

-  lä HaWla wa-lä Qüwata 'illa bi-llāh (< bi-l-Lāh) > hawqal, hawqala (see 
above);

-  taHllL bi-1-Mä9 (h-l-m + ' /glottal stop has no majuscule representation/) > 
halma9a (see above), and the like.

2.3.2. As is evident from what precedes, the q-process with bimorphemic 
constructions reducible to root-words consists in confronting nonradicals with 
radicals but, with those irreducible to root-words, in confronting radicals with 
radicals. In the former case the q-process may be qualified as radicalization 
through reduction while, in the latter, as a mere reduction.
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